From field to finish line - We breed for the racecourse

Foreword
By Nick Luck

The breeding of National Hunt horses has sadly
failed to qualify once again for this year’s Top
100 ‘Get Rich Quick’ schemes. You might call it a
labour of love, sometimes even an uphill struggle,
but the fastest way isn’t always the best way, and
there is something glorious about the patience and
perseverance required to nurture a winning jumper
to the point that your soul will be nourished well
before your wallet.
Happily, thanks to the redoubled efforts of the TBA Jumps
committee over the last decade, Britain is no longer such a poor
relation to France and Ireland when it comes to producing a top
class horse. Sizing John, Thistlecrack, Coneygree and Cue Card are
four of the highest achieving staying chasers of the last five years:
all are British bred and all by different stallions.
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The MOPS scheme, which

is responsible for Saint

incentivises the buying

Goustan Blue, the multiple

and racing of NH mares,
was always going to be a
slow-burner, but is now
bearing significant fruit.
For this sort of progress to

Yorton is a friendly and
outward-looking business, combining
outstanding animal husbandry with
a wholehearted commitment to the
betterment of the breed.

manifest itself, it requires

graded winner in France.
With countless exciting
youngsters in the wings at
home and abroad, and a full
book the last three years,
Blue Bresil has every chance
of making it to the top.

the major stallion stations
to be as optimistic, dynamic and forward thinking as their European

In terms of the sort of quick return that is so rare in the jumping

counterparts. Having enjoyed personal involvement at Yorton for

game, 19 of his foals were offered at public auction in 2018 with a

nearly a decade, I can testify that David Futter and his passionate

100% clearance rate for an average of over £26,000, more than six

team invariably have their glasses half-full… and that’s not just

times his stud fee at the time of conception.

after hours.
He looks set to spearhead the Yorton roster for some time, with
David is always on the look out for the next opportunity for the

back-up not only from Gentlewave who stands 2019 in France but

British breeder and has sought tirelessly to improve the access

also from Yanworth’s sire Norse Dancer and Pether’s Moon, whose

to new and interesting bloodlines. Having developed the potential

ability to stamp his stock in his powerful mould is quite remarkable.

of continental imports Malinas, Gentlewave and the statistically
impressive Great Pretender, he now looks to have struck gold again

Yorton is a friendly and outward-looking business, combining

with Blue Bresil.

outstanding animal husbandry with a wholehearted commitment to
the betterment of the breed. In short, David and his team will ensure

This handsome son of Smadoun already has two Cheltenham

that your experience as a National Hunt breeder is deeply enjoyable,

Festival winners under his belt in the shape of Le Prezien and Ibis

and that the rewards will be well worth the wait.

du Rheu, has sired the Irish Champion Hurdle winner Mick Jazz and
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Goffs UK. Image courtesy of Sarah Farnsworth.
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Welcome

to Yorton
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All the Yorton team are preparing

last summer we welcomed visitors from

personally for all the help and support they

themselves for an exciting breeding season

across Europe who came to view and

have shown me during the past year. I’d

ahead. Looking back on last year we had

purchase stock. It is a great way of raising

also like to thank all the breeders, trainers

busy stallions, and, after many long nights

the profile of British National Hunt breeding,

and owners who continually trust and work

in the foaling unit, we were able to report

and a part of the business we enjoy

alongside us.

102 successful births.

immensely and are very keen to develop
further.

After a severe winter and following the
‘Beast from the East’ we moved into one

On a personal level, my eldest son Lester

of the hottest summers on record, which

has spent the last six months at Widden

lasted well into November. It was quite

Stud, one of the biggest bloodstock farms in

amazing that during this period the young

Australia. This has given him the opportunity

horses thrived and developed healthily in

to gain valuable experience in a different

such conditions.

country. We are looking forward to Lester’s
return when he can bring his new ideas and

Yorton Racing experienced more success on

knowledge back to Yorton, and become my

the track, with Virgilio winning once again

new partner in the business.

at Aintree and also taking the Summer Cup
at Uttoxeter in July. We had four winners

Riley finished his carpentry apprenticeship

in France and Phil and Mel Rowley trained

with flying colours and is still very much

Sulu Magic to win three point-to-points

involved at Yorton with various roles which

for the Yorton Breeders’ Club. We’re looking

include foaling mares, driving tractors and

forward to seeing the new recruits which

grassland management.

will go into training in 2019.
We have a fantastic team at Yorton and I’d
The doors are always open at Yorton, and

like to take this opportunity to thank them

David Futter
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STA LL I O N S

Blue Bresil
10 individual black-type winners from his
first three limited crops and more talented
young performers coming through across
the UK, Ireland and France.
62% strike rate of NH winners to runners.

For more detailed information on Blue Bresil - 01938 559648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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Le Prezien

Blue Bresil

Sire of Multiple
Cheltenham Festival
winners and black-type
performers including:
Le Prezien & Ibis Du Rheu

Blue Bresil covers
a limited book of
130 mares per year
Yorton is the only National Hunt
stud to cap stallions
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Blue Bresil
“Blue Bresil first came onto
our radar whilst we were
buying foals in France. He’s been
extremely lucky for us and we
are always keen to buy his stock”
John Bleahen, Irish Trainer

€29,750
Average price for first
UK foals to hit the sales at
Tattersalls Ireland

Irish point to point runners
3 four-year-old winners
Chance Finale
Blue Flight
Eaglehill
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Mick Jazz - A First Grade 1 Winner For Blue Bresil
with Ryanair Hurdle Victory

Saint Goustan Blue
Winning Auteuil’s Course Prix Heros XII (Gr3)

Blue Bresil
French black-type
winners
Saint Goustan Blue
Miss Salsa Blue
Ci Blue
Yosille
L’Autonomie
Fou Du Bresil

Blue Bresil is ranked 6th in
the list of National Hunt
Sires in France 2018

“I’ve always been an admirer of
Blue Bresil, and have trained many
of his progeny. We will be sending
more mares to him in 2019”
Francois Nicolle, French Trainer
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When David Futter says, “Yorton Farm is in the entertainment
business,” he makes the point that a modern stud can be so much
more than just a foaling unit and nursery.
He adds: “We cover more aspects of racing and breeding than any
other National Hunt stud farm in the UK. We don’t just cover and
foal mares, we also buy and sell young stock, organise syndication
and put horses into training. It’s also a way of supporting the
stallions that stand at Yorton Farm.”

Behind the Scenes
with Yorton Racing

Virgilio winning the Summer Cup Listed Chase at Uttoxeter
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Hence Yorton Racing was formed and is now managed by David in
tandem with Chris Edwards, who says the appeal of Jump racing
can be broadened through investment in the breeding or buying
of young horses, and following them en route to the racecourse.
The model involves interested parties whose financial investment
is matched by Yorton Racing, and who benefit from the farm’s
knowledge of the industry and its contacts.
relatively little money of €5,000, we opted to start his racing career
there. He duly won, was then brought back to Britain and put into
training with Dan Skelton. He won his first race for Dan at Warwick,

Now a 10-year-old, Virgilio has
won nine times out of 20 starts
and picked up more than £190,000
in prize money.

a week later scored again at Aintree and followed up with a further
three wins at the same racecourse.”
Now a 10-year-old, Virgilio has won nine times out of 20 starts and
picked up more than £190,000 in prize money. David says “Over a
six-year period Virgilio has given Yorton and all the partners and
their families so much enjoyment and fun.”

While proud to be a British stud, Yorton Farm works closely with
owners, breeders, stud farms, bloodstock agents and racehorse

David’s vision for Yorton has always been to create a stud that

trainers in the UK, Ireland and France. David says: “We have formed

produces high quality British bred horses for the racecourse and

great relationships with trainers based throughout the three

therefore to promote National Hunt Racing within the UK. But

countries. We use the services of these trainers to manage and

equally as important to him and the team at Yorton is that it should

develop the young horses to their full potential.”

be a place where the ‘doors are always open’. Whether you work
within the bloodstock and racing industry or just have an interest

Virgilio was the first horse which was purchased for a Yorton

in horse racing or want to see how a National Hunt Stud operates,

partnership. David says: “Having bought Virgilio in France for

visitors are always welcome and invited to get involved.
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Chris Edwards’ experiences as an owner of racehorses have been a
key part in the development of Yorton Racing.
Working alongside David Futter, Chris is part of a team which buys
or breeds embryonic racehorses, organises their early preparation,
liaises with trainers and then deals with bloodstock agents or
auction houses when the time is right to sell. He also acts as a link

Chris Edwards
A successful
track record

with investors from all backgrounds who join Yorton Racing.

By Carl Evans

Chris has known highs and lows in racing, but is unequivocal when

It differs from traditional racehorse syndication by involving
investment in groups of jumping horses who range in age from
yearlings to four-or five-year-olds. It benefits from association with
a leading stud farm.

naming the occasion that was his first inspiration. He says: “That
was the 1973 Grand National when Red Rum beat Crisp. I was a kid,
and watched the race at my grandparents – the sight of Crisp trying
to make all, then wobbling on the run-in as Red Rum came to win
fired my imagination.
“That was the start of my interest in racehorses and a love of racing.
“Years later I decided to buy a racehorse with a mate called Ross
Sankey, and we established Zen Racing. I had played football with
Ross when I was young and we remained friends, often going to
Chester races for a lads’ day out. We were both running successful
14

“

“

As we found when we started, setting up small
partnerships is an effective way of sharing both the
risk and the cost, and can be a great entrance for
newcomers to racing, breeding, buying and selling.
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businesses and so we approached trainer Mark Brisbourne, who

buzzing with offers to buy Signora Cabello, and a 75 per cent share

was local to us and often had runners at Chester.

in her was subsequently sold to Phoenix Thoroughbreds. She went
on to win Royal Ascot’s Gr.2 Queen Mary Stakes, followed by the Gr.2

“Buying a racehorse also seemed a good way to get our families

Prix Robert Papin in France before she finished a close second in the

involved, and my daughter, Molly, was becoming particularly keen on

Gr.1 Prix Morny.

horses – now she’s an apprentice jockey in New Zealand!
“The first horse we bought did win, but wasn’t up to much. However,

The fairytale with the filly was completed a few months later

our next horse, Zennerman, went to Haydock for his second race

when Signora Cabello returned to Tattersalls for the December

and won at 100/1 and ended up

Sale, and was knocked down

being rated around 90 on the

for 900,000gns to Phoenix

flat. That really gave us the bug.”
Bringing the story closer to the

Buying a racehorse also
seemed a good way to get our
families involved

Thoroughbreds, which had bought
out Chris and Ross’s quarter
share.

present, Chris had seen a filly
going through the ring at the

“That sort of result is not

2017 Tattersalls October Yearling Sales in Newmarket and bought

something you can do every day, but it shows what can be done,”

her for 20,000gns.

says Chris. “The same principles apply be a National Hunt or a Flat
horse, and whether it be a foal, a yearling or a three-year-old store

Chris says: “She was trained by John Quinn and we named her

– surround yourself with knowledgeable people and keep learning,

Signora Cabello. She won at Bath, and then landed the Listed

as I have done from David and bloodstock agent Richard Venn. Their

Marygate Stakes at York. I was there with my wife, and immediately

understanding of the conformation of racehorses, and their contacts

following the race we headed to Aintree for an evening meeting

within the industry, are second to none.

where Virgilio, who is in a Yorton-based partnership, also won. That
was a special day.”

“As we found when we started, setting up small partnerships is an
effective way of sharing both the risk and the cost, and can be a great

While Chris and David were celebrating at Aintree the phone started
16

entrance for newcomers to racing, breeding, buying and selling.”

Signora Cabello winning at York
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STA LL I O N S

Pether’s Moon
Producing outstanding stock
already sold to leading NH trainers
in UK, Ireland and France.
- Dan Skelton
- Willie Mullins
- Francois Nicolle
- David Cottin
- Gabriel Leenders

For more detailed information on Pether’s Moon - 01938 559648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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Winning the Coronation Cup Gr.1, Epsom
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David Cottin is yet to reach his 30th birthday but he has already
successfully embarked on his second career after retiring from the
first, as one of France’s leading jump jockeys, last summer.
After 11 years in the saddle, with three jockeys’ championships to
his name and memorable associations with the likes of Long Run

Yorton enjoying
association with
rising French trainer
David Cottin

and Gemix, David decided to call time on riding at the age of 27 and
concentrate instead on building a training business with his partner
Amanda Zetterholm.
The couple have been busy. Not only have they split their time
between their main base in Chantilly and pre-training farm near
Lion d’Angers since starting training in September 2017, but they
also welcomed the arrival of their first child, Winston, in May.

By Emma Berry

Furthermore, during the winter, David operates a satellite yard in Pau
for the season. In the preparation of the youngsters in the west of
France, however, he has the perfect set-up as this vital stage of the
fledgling racehorses’ lives is overseen by his father, former trainer
and owner-breeder Philippe Cottin.
“David has a team in Pau from November to February and with
his dad we have a satellite yard at Andigné for breaking the young
horses and spelling, like they do in Australia,” says Amanda.
Among their burgeoning ownership base are a number of British
clients, including Yorton Farm.
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Amanda Zetterholm
and David Cottin
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“We met David Futter several years ago on the Irish Stallion Trail
and then we came over for the TBA National Hunt Foal Show to see
the farm and stallions and how they worked,” Amanda recalls.
“David [Futter] wants to focus on sending young horses to France.
I think we educate them much differently here. You can’t say they
are more precocious but we break them in and school them much
earlier than in Britain. So we obviously start them off racing much
earlier too – there’s a great three-year-old programme in France,
and also a four-year-old programme, and if they are really good
horses we’ll race them in England. That’s the plan.”

“We go several times a year to look at
the stock. It’s lovely to be able to go
out there and see so many well bred,
young horses in the field rather
than at the sales.”

The plan already seems to be working with regard to Easysland, a
four-year-old by one of Yorton’s stallions Gentlewave, who is owned
in partnership with Chris Edwards and has already won over hurdles
and looks to be carving out a successful niche in cross-country

Antoine Gronfier, David Cottin and David Futter
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races winning on his first attempt.

She continues: “David’s father is teaching the young horses and we

“There’s more pressure but he loves it,” she says. “His family have

work in very much the same way with the youngsters as they do at

been breeders, owners and trainers for generations so he was

Yorton Farm. Ironically, on the Flat the French are not as precocious

born to do it. He learnt everything from his father, so it’s nice to be

as the English horses but with the jumps it’s the opposite. So if

carrying on the family business and to be working alongside him.”

jumping owners don’t want to wait until they are four- or five-year-

And despite the route from France to England being the more

olds they can start them off earlier in France.

commonly trodden path when it comes to National Hunt horses,
David and Amanda enjoy being able to get a broader perspective

“They get broken in at the end of the yearling year, the same as Flat

on the youngsters coming through the in the opposite direction via

horses, and then they are schooled as two-year-olds. This helps

regular trips to Yorton.

with the mechanical side, to make them as natural as possible.
Even if a horse isn’t very good, it can have an advantage because

Amanda adds: “We go several times a year to look at the stock. It’s

they learn such a good jumping technique.”

lovely to be able to go out there and see so many well bred, young
horses in the field rather than at the sales and to see the stock of

Of course a bonus for visiting owners to the Cottin stable is not just

some exciting young jumps stallions, like Blue Bresil, who looks to

the beauty of the training centre of Chantilly itself but its proximity

be one of the really upcoming names for the future.”

to Paris.
“We’re very close to Auteuil and Compiegne,” Amanda says. “The
training tracks here are great. When Francois Doumen was taking
horses over to Cheltenham they were all trained here in Chantilly.”
With around 40 horses in full training and another 20 to 25 being
broken and pre-trained at the Cottin family farm, Amanda admits
that David’s life as a trainer is more stressful than his riding days
but that they are both enjoying throwing themselves into their new
challenge.
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STA LL I O N S

Norse Dancer
Norse Dancer now sire of 2 winners at
Cheltenha m and a Grade 1 winner

Norse Dancer should
be taken seriously as a
leading jumps sire

“

“

For more detailed information on Norse Dancer - 01938 559648
info@yortonfarm.co.uk or visit www.yortonfarm.co.uk
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Multiple Grade 1 Winner Yanworth
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Become part of something special
and join in the fun
Yorton is the fastest growing National Hunt stud in the UK, and over the past
11 years we have developed a leading stallion roster and broodmare band,
showing our commitment to the future of National Hunt breeding and racing.

It’s at the heart of everything we do.
We’re also passionate about making horse ownership accessible to everyone
and encourage people, whether they be novices or familiar with the industry to
get involved and enjoy the thrill of owning a potential winner.
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James & Jean Potter receive the
Queen Mother’s Silver Salver
from Robert Waley-Cohen

Midnight Tour, owned by James and Jean Potter, winning the
Listed Mares Handicap Hurdle at Cheltenham

James and Jean have been successfully breeding
and producing racehorses for over 30 years. It was
wonderful to see them recognised for all their hard work
and support to National Hunt breeding when they were
awarded the prestigious Queen Mother’s Silver Salver
for National Hunt Achievement.

Kayf Grace winning the Mares Standard Bumper Grade 2
at Aintree, also in the Potters’ colours
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Grech & Parkin
Producers of racehorses and
bloodstock ranging from
broodmares, foals and stores,
sourced from top British, Irish and
French National Hunt families.

It is great to have a relationship with Mike and Stuart,
and we were pleased to welcome them to the stud with
their team of trainers to view their latest purchases of
young stock from Yorton.
“We’ve enjoyed working alongside David
at Yorton for some time now and value
his expertise and advice when purchasing
young stock to expand our portfolio.”
Mike Grech & Stuart Parkin
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Yorton Gallery
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Visit us at Yorton
Visitors to Yorton will always receive a warm welcome to view stock or
simply take a tour of the farm

Yorton Stud, Poolton House, Leighton, Welshpool, Powys SY21 8HJ
Call us on: 01938 559648 Mobile: 07860 670184
Email: info@yortonfarm.co.uk

Directions from Shrewsbury
• Follow the A5 bypass in the direction of Oswestry. You will reach a
roundabout with an exit signed to Welshpool A458.
• Take the A458 and follow for approximately 16 miles until you arrive
in Buttington.
• Opposite the Green Dragon Pub in Buttington turn left onto B4388
(signed to Leighton).
• Follow the B4388 for approx. 3 miles. After Leighton School you
will see some iron railings on the left and then a Yorton Farm Stud sign
on the next left turn.
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Liverpool
Shrewsbury
Birmingham
Cheltenham

